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An emergency hierarchical guidance control
strategy for autonomous vehicles

Faïza Khelladi, Mohamed Boudali, Rodolfo Orjuela, Mario Cassaro, Michel Basset, and Clément Roos

Abstract—This paper introduces a vehicle guidance control
architecture capable of autonomously resolving emergency sit-
uations in presence of a steering system failure. The proposed
architecture is based on a hierarchical approach composed of
three levels, namely the reference generation level, the guidance
control level, and the control allocation level. The reference
generation first delivers a normal or an emergency trajectory
reference and the according speed profile depending on the
information sent by the fault detection and isolation (FDI)
supervisor. The emergency trajectory allows the vehicle to reach
safely the emergency stop strip. The reference trajectory and
speed profile tracking is obtained by decoupling the longitudinal
and lateral control at a guidance level. Respective errors are
subsequently converted into steering and braking/accelerating
torques commands. The lowest level of the hierarchy, namely the
control allocation, is meant to allocate the control commands to
the multiple available actuators according to the FDI information.
For example, promoting differential braking when a steering
system failure is detected, guaranteeing acceptable tracking
performance both in longitudinal and lateral directions.

Index Terms—Hierarchical guidance control architecture, tra-
jectory planning, speed profile, lateral guidance, longitudinal
guidance, control allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the last decades, interest in autonomous vehicles
grown to become an intensive research field. As a result,

several advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) have been
successfully commercialized like lane centering assist, park
assist and adaptive cruise control. These systems are referred
to a partial automation (level 2). Nowadays, both academia
as well as industry excel to ensure a safe automated driving
by exploring the vehicle automation from the conditional au-
tomation (level 3) to the full automation (level 5) NHTSA[1].

Many studies start with the highway driving senario
since it involves less constraints about the possible obstacle
appearance [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. However, high-speed
automated driving still faces problems like the lane change
maneuver since it induces a nonlinear vehicle behavior [8], [9].

All studies on the lane change maneuver conducted so
far consider that the lateral and the longitudinal motions are
ensured by the steering system and the braking/accelerating
torques respectively. However, a possible failure of the steering
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system (e.g. steer-by-wire) is not taken into consideration.
Consequently, the lateral tracking issue can become unrealiz-
able jeopardizing the safety of the system itself. This situation
is handled by an emergency guidance requiring a safe stop
which seems poorly investigated in the literature.

A. Related works

For an automated driving development, many fields are
explored particularly the perception, the path planning and the
control guidance. In fact, these three fields are the needed
pillars to build a driverless hierarchical architecture [10],
[11] as shown in Fig. 1. The perception level extracts key
environmental information as static/dynamic objects’ position
and road features (e.g. bounds, slopes etc.). These information
are then employed by the reference generation level in order
to generate a geometric profile for a feasible free obstacles
trajectory within the road bounds as well as the associated
speed profile. Finally, the control level calculates the appro-
priate control actions to track the trajectory and the speed
references provided by the upstream level.

Figure 1: Normal driving strategy for autonomous vehicles

The brief state of the art established below concerns the
reference trajectory level and the guidance control level. The
perception level is out of the scope of this study. It also
concerns only the case of normal driving situation where the
vehicle’s sensors and actuators are not defective.

The reference generation level regroups two main refer-
ences, namely the trajectory reference and the speed profile.
From the trajectory generation point of view, a wide range
of methods have been developed [12], [13]. For instance, the
clothoid curves for trajectory planning that suggest a linear
change of the curvature is investigated in [8]. The parametric
cubic spline for trajectory planning is treated by [14]. In order
to have a broader view of the existing trajectory generation
methods, the reader can move towards the review of motion
planning techniques [12]. The speed profile is closely related
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to the trajectory reference. In fact, the vehicle speed needs
to be adjusted according to the road information since it is
not static. Hence, it should be increased on straight road and
diminished during turns in order to preserve the vehicle’s
stability [13]. From all the existing approaches, some of
them are worth being cited. For example, the speed profile
is established according to the friction limits and the stability
criteria in [13], [14] and also the comfort criteria in [15], [16].

Using these references, the guidance controller aims to get
the appropriate control law that ensures the vehicle reference
tracking. The automated guidance requires coupled longitudi-
nal and lateral controllers due to the coupling of the vehicle
dynamics [10], [17], [18]. However, this vehicle dynamics
complexity makes the controllers design more difficult. A way
to get around this problem is to assume a decoupled vehicle
dynamics and separately design the longitudinal [19], [20]
and the lateral [21], [22], [23] controllers. The listed works
show interesting automated guidance results in normal driving
conditions even at high speed.

The case of emergency situation seems less investigated in
the literature. The main goal in this situation is to ensure the
vehicle guidance to safely stop it on the emergency stop strip
as illustrated in Fig.2. For that purpose an appropriate refer-
ence generation (trajectory planning and speed profile) coupled
with a lateral and longitudinal control must be employed.

Figure 2: Guidance control objective

A reference generation was recently proposed in [24] based
on an optimal control problem formulation. The idea is to
define a safe stop references through the minimization of the
Euclidean distance between the current position and the final
position. This optimization is subject to dynamics constraints
(curvature, acceleration,...). A grid of candidate final positions
is considered in order to determine the one with a minimal risk
(active lane, hard shoulder of the road, emergency stop strip)
according to the static/dynamic obstacles and the severity of
the internal system fault. However, this approach supposes that
all the actuators acting on the lateral/longitudinal dynamics
are operational to take control of the vehicle meaning that the
steering system failure is not considered.

The emergency guidance when the steering system is de-
fective has been instigated in [25] by replacing the steering
action with a guidance moment generated with the help of
a differential braking. This approach is based on two high
level controllers for the lateral guidance, the first one provides
a steering angle during the normal driving situation while
the second one provides a yaw moment translated into a
differential braking during the emergency situation. In this
case, a managing mechanism is proposed to manage the
priorities between the longitudinal and the lateral controllers,
which use the same actuators (brakes) in the emergency

situation. However, the use of two lateral controllers increases
the complexity of the guidance controller design.

To overcome this problem, a control architecture using only
one lateral control for both situations (normal and emergency)
is proposed here. An allocation block is introduced to manage
the steering and the differential braking actions.

B. Contributions

The main contribution in this paper is the proposed guidance
control architecture, that takes into account the normal driving
and also the emergency driving considered during the steering
system failure by using only one high level controller for
the lateral guidance. This approach aims to ensure the lateral
guidance by using differential braking during the emergency
driving in order to achieve a safe stop in the emergency
stop strip. Thus, the proposed architecture is composed of the
same levels described above (Fig.1) and our focus is on the
reference generation and the control levels. Other contributions
are highlighted in this paper.

The first contribution is the emergency trajectory reference
generation considered as a lane change. This trajectory is
based on a geometrical approach by using a hyperbolic tan-
gent, and thus, only few parameters are employed without
using an optimization problem formulation.

Another contribution is the speed profile generation during
the emergency situation. This speed profile takes into account
the trajectory reference information to adjust the deceleration
in order to reach safely the emergency stop strip while
ensuring the vehicle steerability.

The last contribution concerns the control allocation. This is
the lowest level of the architecture, laying between the guid-
ance controller and the vehicle itself, employed to reallocate
lateral order consequently to a steering system failure detec-
tion. The control allocator objective is to promote differential
braking in order to guarantee lateral traking performances and
safe vehicle maneuvering.

Throughout this paper, the following notations are used:
• Normal situation: the vehicle’s sensors and actuators are

not defective.
• Emergency situation: the vehicle’s steering system is

totally defective.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the

vehicle model. The proposed guidance architecture is pre-
sented in Section III. In Section IV, the reference generation is
detailed. The guidance controller is introduced in Section V.
Section VI is dedicated to the control allocation design. The
simulation results using the proposed approach are discussed
in Section VII.

II. VEHICLE MODELING

The 7-DOF vehicle model shown in Fig.3 is used as starting
point. The lateral velocity Vy , the longitudinal velocity Vx, and
the yaw rate ψ̇ constitute three degrees of freedom while the
wheel velocities ωi constitute the remaining four degrees of
freedom [7].
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For a 2D references tracking problem, the following as-
sumptions are considered:
• The pitch and the roll actions are neglected.
• The aerodynamic drag force, the rolling resistance force,

and the gravitational force are neglected.
• The front wheel steering angle δa is assumed to be the

same for both front wheels

Figure 3: 7-DOF vehicle model

Vehicle dynamics equations. The lateral, the longitudinal, and
the yaw motions of the vehicle are respectively given by

mV̇x = (Fxfl
+ Fxfr

)cos(δa) + Fxrl
+ Fxrr

− (Fyfl
+ Fyfr

)sin(δa) +mψ̇Vy
(1a)

mV̇y = Fyrl + Fyrr + (Fxfl
+ Fxfr

)sin(δa)

+ (Fyfl
+ Fyfr

)cos(δa)−mψ̇Vx
(1b)

Izψ̈ = Lf (Fyfl
+ Fyfr

)cos(δa)− Lr(Fyrl + Fyrr )

+
Lw
2

(Fyfl
− Fyfr

)sin(δa) +Mz

(1c)

where Fxi and Fyi (i ∈ {fl, fr, rl, rr}) are the longitudinal
and the lateral tire forces at front left, front right, rear left, and
rear right respectively, m is the vehicle total mass, Lf and Lr
are the front and rear center of gravity (CoG) distances, Lw
is the track width, Iz is the vehicle moment of inertia around
vertical axis. The additional yaw moment Mz is defined as

Mz = Lf (Fxfl + Fxfr)sin(δa)
+Lw

2 (Fxfr − Fxfl)cos(δa) + Lw

2 (Fxrr − Fxrl)
(2)

Wheel dynamics equations. The following torque balance
equation is valid for each wheel,

Jωω̇i = Ti − rFxi (3)

Ti = Tdi − Tbi (4)

where ωi is the wheel velocity, Ti the applied wheel torque,
Tdi the driving torque, Tbi the braking torque, r the wheel
effective rolling radius and Jω the wheel moment of inertia.

2-DOF vehicle model. A single-track vehicle model consider-
ing small steering angles is used for controllers design. As a
result, a linear behavior of the tires can be taken into account
[7]

Fyf,r = 2Cf,rαf,r (5)

where Cf and Cr are respectively the front and the rear
cornering stiffnesses assumed to be constant for a constant
friction coefficient. Assuming a small vehicle sideslip angle

(β =
Vy

Vx
), the front and rear slip angles αf and αr can be

simplified as

αf = δa −
Vy + Lf ψ̇

Vx
, αr = −

Vy − Lrψ̇
Vx

(6)

and using (5) and (6), the lateral dynamics model (1b)-(1c)
can be rewritten in a state-space formulation as{

ẋ = Ax+Bu
y = Cx+Du

(7)

where

A =

[
− 2Cf+2Cr

mVx
− 2CfLf−2CrLr

mVx
− Vx

− 2CfLf−2CrLr

IzVx
− 2CfL

2
f+2CrL

2
r

IzVx

]
,

B =

[ 2Cf

m 0
0 1

Iz

]
, C = I2×2, D = 02×2

x =

[
Vy
ψ̇

]
, u =

[
δa Mz

]T
This model is used for the guidance controller and the control
allocation designs described in Sections V and VI.

III. GUIDANCE CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

The guidance control objective considered in this study is to
safely stop the vehicle on the emergency stop strip during the
emergency situation shown in Fig. 2. The performed maneuver
consists in leaving the active lane to ensure the passengers
safety.

For this purpose, an emergency guidance approach is pro-
posed here. It is based on a hierarchical control architecture
presented in Fig.4 and composed of three levels. First, the ref-
erence generation provides the geometric reference trajectory
and the speed profile for both driving situations (normal and
safe stop). Then, the guidance controller is a combination of
lateral and longitudinal controllers. The lateral controller gives
the appropriate control steering angle, while the longitudinal
controller provides the required braking/accelerating torques.
Finally, the control allocation commutes the controllers’ com-
mands to actuation orders in function of the current driving
situation. In this study, it controls the steering system and the
four wheel brakes.

The original idea proposed here is to reproduce through
the control allocation the same control signals provided by
the guidance controller in the normal driving situation. When
a failure of the steering system is detected, the control al-
location ensures the automated guidance by redistributing the
controlled steering input action into a differential braking. This
alternative requires a certain minimum speed to guide the
vehicle to a standstill since the differential braking strongly
affects the longitudinal dynamics. At the same time, the
control allocation is able to handle conflicts between the lateral
and the longitudinal guidance controllers that use the same
actuators in emergency situation.

It is important to note that an FDI block is considered to
detect the steering system failure (see [26] and [27]), but its
design is out of the scope of this paper. It is supposed that
the FDI signal is available and is taken into account at both
reference generation and control allocation levels.
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Figure 4: Guidance control architecture

IV. REFERENCE GENERATION

The reference generation level provides the reference signals
needed by the guidance controller. More precisely, it provides
the trajectory reference as well as the speed profile that are
described in this section.

A. Trajectory planning

The reference trajectory is composed of four references
as shown in Fig.4, namely the reference position Xref ,Yref ,
heading ψref and yaw rate ψ̇ref expressed in a Cartesian
coordinate system. The reference trajectory during normal
driving is based on the information delivered by the perception
module [14]-[13]. Our interest here is focused on the trajectory
planning during an emergency situation which consists of a
lane change.

The lane change trajectory generation has already been
treated in the literature [8], [9], [14]. However, most of the
developed methods require many parameters to identify or an
expensive optimization in terms of calculation time.

In order to simplify the reference trajectory generation in the
emergency situation, the hyperbolic tangent function is used
to model mathematically the lane change in the local frame
as follows:

Xe(X) = X + a1 (8a)
Ye(X) = b1 tanh(c1X) + b1 (8b)

where
a1 = dLong

2

b1 = dLat

2
c1 = f(ρmax, b1)
X ∈ [−a1, a1]

Indeed, by using this function, it is quite simple to build the
reference trajectory by adjusting only few parameters, namely
the lateral and longitudinal gaps dLat and dLong respectively,
and the maximal admissible curvature ρmax as shown in Fig.5.
These gaps are obtained according to the expected stopping
distances.

Thus, starting from the hyperbolic tangent function that
is symmetrical with respect to the origin, a1 aims to make
a translation along the longitudinal axis, while b1 aims to
make a translation along the lateral axis and also manage
the lateral gap. The path intermediate variable X is used to
build the lane change. It is proposed here to compute the
parameter c1 according to b1 and ρmax. In fact, from (8),
it is straightforward to compute the reference yaw angle ψe
and path curvature ρe by using the following expressions [7]

ψe(X) = arctan

(
dYe(X)

dX

)
(9a)

ρe(X) =
dψe(X)

dX
(9b)

Hence, the following equations hold

ψe(X) ≈ b1c1

cosh2(c1X)
(10a)

ρe(X) = −2b1c
2
1 sinh(c1X)

cosh3(c1X)
(10b)

The approximation in (10a) is made by assuming small yaw
angles due to the large difference between the longitudinal and
the lateral gaps (dLong � dLat). The parameter c1, in (8b) and
(10), aims to manage the shape of the trajectory (soft/tight
turning), it is set up by computing the maximal admissible
curvature ρmax at the inflection point

dρe(X)

dX
= 0 (11)

From (10b) and (11) it is easy to get X∗ necessary to
compute ρmax as

ρmax = ρe(X
∗) (12a)

X∗ =
asinh(

√
1/2)

c1
(12b)

Since ρmax is one of the input parameters to generate the
emergency reference trajectory, (12) aims to get the value of
c1 using the following expression

c1 =

(
ρmax cosh

3(d1)

2b1 sinh(d1)

) 1
2

(13)

with d1 = asinh(
√

1/2).

Depending on the trajectory parameters (dLat, dLong and
ρmax), some results are shown in Fig.5.

The parameters dLat and dLong should be set up based
on the environment information in order to generate a free
obstacles trajectory within the road boundaries. Once those
parameters have been established, the choice of the maximal
path curvature is crucial to get a soft/tight turning as shown
in Fig.5. Its value ρmax = ψ̇max

V x depends on the vehicle
speed Vx and the maximum admissible yaw rate ψmax within
the friction limits (which can be determined, see e.g. [7]).
Given that the differential braking ensures the lateral guidance
during the emergency situation, the maximal path curvature
must be small in order to get a soft turning as illustrated in
Fig.5.
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Figure 5: Emergency trajectory generation

Consequently, the brakes are solicited as less as possible in
order to respect the tires friction limits. It is assumed that a
secure emergency stop strip is available all along the road.

The coordinates (8) are expressed in the vehicle frame
system. When a steering system failure is detected, this
emergency trajectory is superimposed to the normal reference
trajectory expressed in the absolute frame as

Xref (X) = Xe cos(ψ0)− Ye sin(ψ0) +X0 (14a)
Yref (X) = Xe sin(ψ0) + Ye cos(ψ0) + Y0 (14b)
ψref (X) = ψe + ψ0 (14c)

where X0, Y0 and ψ0 are the normal reference trajectory co-
ordinates when the failure is detected. Due to the geometrical
aspect of the emergency trajectory, this approach is used only
when the vehicle is driving in a straight line (highway).

B. Speed profile

In the autonomous vehicles context, the speed needs to be
adjusted according to the road information. In normal driving
situation, the velocity should be increased on straight road and
reduced during turns in order to preserve the vehicle’s stability
[13].

Many approaches of the speed profile generation have been
developed in the last two decades. The Jerk Limitation method,
initially proposed by [15], consists on setting up a jerk function
that aims to form acceleration and speed profiles. The goal is to
provide these profiles without abrupt changes while respecting
the acceleration limits and thus the comfort criteria. In [14]
a speed profile, depending on the speed limit, the constrained
trajectory, the stability and the driving comfort criteria, was
proposed. A quintic Bézier speed profile method was proposed
by [16] to improve the comfort by ensuring a smooth Jerk and
acceleration profiles. Another speed profile was proposed in
[13] considering the tire friction limits to guarantee the fea-
sibility of tracking the path. All theses methods are designed
for normal driving situations.

However, only few researches on speed profile generation
dealing with an emergency situation that requires a safe stop

can be found in the literature. An optimal control problem
formulation for references generation, combining speed profile
and trajectory reference, during an emergency situation was
proposed in [24]. However, this approach does not consider
the fact that using differential braking in case of steering
system failure strongly influences the longitudinal motion.
The variation of the speed profile according to the reference
trajectory is also neglected.

In an attempt to remedy this, a finite state machine is used
to generate a longitudinal acceleration profile and thus a speed
profile. The transition from one state to another depends on
the trajectory reference information defined in Section IV-A
and more precisely on the paths curvature ρe and its derivative
ρ̇e as shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7.

0 20 40 60 80 100
−3

−2

−1

0

Xe(m)

Y
e
(m

)

−ρmax

ρmax

State0 State1 State2 State3 State4

0 20 40 60 80 100
−0.01

0

0.01

Xe(m)

ρ
e
(m

−
1
)

Figure 6: Trajectory and path curvature decomposition

Figure 7: Speed profile generation

It is considered that the reference speed is constant in
normal driving (state 0). When the failure is detected, the
deceleration axref

is set at −1m/s2 (state 1), because the
differential braking will greatly affect the longitudinal speed
which is large at the beginning. When the vehicle is pointing
to the right to reach the emergency stop strip, the reference
speed is constant in order to maintain the lateral steerability
for the rest of the maneuver (state 2). Once the emergency stop
strip is reached, the vehicle returns to a straight trajectory and
in this case a maximum deceleration axmax

is applied in order
to stop it (state 3). When stopped, no acceleration/deceleration
is applied (state 4). The resulted acceleration profile of this
approach is shown in Fig.8 when axmax

= −1.5m/s2.

The maximum deceleration in state 3 is set up according
to the initial speed Vxinit

and the stopping distance dStop, the
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Figure 8: Acceleration profile generation

latter being computed as the difference between dLong and the
value of Xe when entering state 3. The admissible stopping
distance according to the initial speed is provided in [28]. By
considering a straight motion uniformly decelerated toward
Vx = 0m/s, the following equation indeed holds:

axmax
= − V 2

init

2dStop
(15)

For instance, if Vxinit
= 30.5m/s, the maximum deceleration

is shown in Fig.9 as a function of the stopping distance. In
fact, for an initial speed already set up, the deceleration is
larger when the stopping distance is small.

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450
−10

−5

0

dStop(m)

a
x
m
ax
(m

/s
2
)

Figure 9: Maximum deceleration according to the stopping
distance

V. GUIDANCE CONTROLLER

In this section, the guidance controller is presented. As
shown in Fig.4, it is composed of a lateral controller tracking
the reference trajectory by providing an appropriate steering
angle, and a longitudinal controller tracking a reference speed
by providing braking or traction torques. These controllers are
separately designed.

A. Lateral guidance controller

The lateral controller goal is to guarantee the reference
trajectory tracking and several control laws (PID controller
[21], MPC [17], state feedback [7]) have been successfully
investigated. These control laws are based on the minimiza-
tion of the lateral error expressed with respect to the CoG.
However, by relying on the CoG, a loss of the path tracking
accuracy at the vehicle handling limits can be noticed. To
overcome this problem, the lateral error expressed with respect
to the center of percussion (CoP) is investigated in [29]
as shown in Fig. 10. The advantage of the choice of the
CoP model lies in the fact that the complexity of the lateral
dynamics is reduced since the rear lateral force does not affect
the motion of the CoP [29].

In this study, the controller synthesis is based on a state
feedback control using the CoP model [23]. This model relies
on the lateral model described in (7) by considering only the

steering angle input. Thus, the CoP model considers the lateral
error from the CoP located at a distance of xcop in the front of
the CoG on the vehicle longitudinal axis as shown in Fig10.

xcop =
Iz
Lfm

(16)

Figure 10: Bicycle model

The CoP error ecop is expressed according to the CoG error
ey , the orientation error eψ , and the distance xcop as follows
[23]

ecop = ey + xcopeψ (17)

where,
ėy = Vy + Vxeψ, eψ = ψ − ψref (18)

with ψ the yaw angle and ψref the desired yaw angle.
From (17), it can be noticed that the lateral position error
is anticipated and a better tracking trajectory can be expected
since the CoP error ecop is higher than the CoG error ey . Using
the tracking errors (17) and (18), the CoP model is given by
the following state space representation:

ξ̇ = Acξ +Bcδa +Dcd (19)

with ξ =
[
ecop, ėcop, eψ, ėψ

]T
the state vector error,

d =
[
ψ̇ref , ψ̈ref

]T
the disturbance vector whose influence

should be reduced. The matrices in (19) are:

Ac =


0 1 0 0

0
−2RlCf

mVx

2RlCf

m
2RlCf (xcop−Lf )

mVx

0 0 0 1

0 −b
IzVx

b
Iz

bxcop−c
IzVx

,

Bc =


0

2RlCf

m
0

2CfLf

Iz

, Dc =


0 0

−2RlCfLf

mVx
− Vx −xcop

0 0
−c
IzVx

−1

,

The abbreviations a, b, c, and Rl are defined as follows
a = 2(Cf + Cr) b = 2(LfCf − LrCr)
Rl = (Lf + Lr)/Lr c = 2(L2

fCf + L2
rCr)

The lateral guidance controller design is made by employing
the CoP model (19). This controller is based on a feed-forward
action uFF coupled to a robust state-feedback uFB described
as [23]

δc(t) = uFF (t) + uFB(t) (20)

It is worth mentioning that for the controller design, the
controller output δc is assumed to be applied directly to the
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vehicle actuator (δc = δa). When an emergency situation
is detected, δc will be modified by the control allocation
(δc 6= δa) as illustrated in Section VI.

Feed-forward control design. The feed-forward action allows
to partially reduce the impact of the disturbance d(t) on the
state error vector ξ(t). By considering the error ecop and the
matrix Dc in (19), the feed-forward action is given by:

uFF =
m

2RlCf

(
2RlCfLf
mVx

+ Vx

)
ψ̇ref +

m

2RlCf
xcopψ̈ref

(21)
Robust state-feedback control design. The feedback action is
the appropriate steering angle that ensures the lateral stability
by guaranteeing the exponential convergence to zero of the
error vector ξ(t). It also aims to attenuate the impact of the
disturbance d(t) on the state variables. The synthesis of this
robust controller can be done by using the CoP model (19) and
a linear matrix inequality (LMI) based approach as proposed
in [23], [25].

uFB = −Kyξ (22)

As previously mentioned, the safe stop maneuver involves a
large variation of the vehicle speed. Consequently, it is more
relevant for the controller to take into account this variation. To
this end, the CoP model (19) can be rewritten under a quasi-
linear time varying (qLPV) form constituting a set of sub-
models depending on the vehicle speed Vx variation. Hence,
the LMI approach for the this qLPV vehicle model can be
employed in a straightforward way to design the controller as
mentioned in [30].

B. Longitudinal guidance controller

The longitudinal controller, also called cruise controller
(CC), allows to track the speed profile provided by the
reference generation module. The longitudinal control systems
have been experiencing noteworthy development over the last
two decades. For instance, a CC based on a PI controller is
proposed in [7] and a sliding mode technique is investigated in
[31] for an active CC (ACC). Due to the large variation in the
longitudinal velocity for the safe stop maneuver, a nonlinear
control based on a direct Lyapunov approach [10] is chosen in
this paper in order to cover different vehicle operating points.
This controller design depends on the longitudinal model
represented by (1a) and (3). Some additional assumptions are
considered here:
• The four wheels receive the same torques from the

longitudinal controller (Tfl = Tfr = Trl = Trr = Tw)
• A null longitudinal wheel slip is considered, so rωi = Vx.

From this assumption combined with the wheel dynamics
equation (3) the following expression holds: Fxi

= Tw

r −
JωV̇x

r2

Considering these assumptions, the longitudinal dynamics (1a)
can be modeled as

mvV̇x =
4Tw
r

+mψ̇Vy (23)

where mv = m+ 4Jω
r2

It can be noticed that the global torque Tw applied on the

wheel is the controlled input. A longitudinal controller is used
to reduce the speed tracking error

ev = Vxref
− Vx (24a)

ėv = axref
− 1

mv
(
4

r
Tw +mψ̇Vy) (24b)

where Vxref
and axref

are the speed and the acceleration pro-
files defined in Section IV-B. Using the Lyapunov approach,
the definite positive Lyapunov function is defined as

V =
1

2
e2v (25a)

V̇ = ev ėv (25b)

For an exponential convergence toward zero of the tracking
error (24a), the condition below must be verified

V̇ = −KxV (26)

with Kx > 0 the decay rate. By introducing (24b) into
(25b) and taking into account the stability condition (26), the
following control law holds

T ∗w =
r

4
(mv(axref

+Kxev)−mψ̇Vy) (27)

This global torque can be expressed by T ∗w = T ∗wd−T ∗wb as in
(4). In this study, it is important to note that only the braking
torques T ∗wb are used during the emergency situation.

Finally, the guidance controller outputs from the lateral and
longitudinal controllers yc are expressed as

yc =
[
δc T ∗wb T ∗wb T ∗wb T ∗wb

]
(28)

VI. CONTROL ALLOCATION

The automated guidance of vehicles is a reference tracking
problem of an over-actuated system composed of the front
wheels steering system and the four wheel brakes. The guid-
ance controller outputs yc proposed in Section V are not
directly applied to the vehicle. These signals, in fact, feed the
control allocation law and are manipulated, when necessary,
according to the FDI information, as shown in Fig.11, before
being sent to the actuators.

Figure 11: Allocation scheme

During normal driving situations, the allocation outputs u =[
δa Tbfl

Tbfr
Tbrl Tbrr

]T
that are applied to the vehicle

are simply equal to yc (28). Conversely, during emergency
situations, the control allocator penalizes the steering angle
δc coming from the guidance controller and replace its action
by the four wheel brakes action (differential braking). In this
case, the applied steering angle δa is zero.
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To achieve this task, the allocation theory proposed by [32]
is used. This choice of allocator lies on the fact that the
allocator dynamics does not affect the vehicle response and
thus, it is easy to penalize the steering system without affecting
the vehicle behavior.

For the control allocation design, the linear bicycle model
(7) is used. By replacing the controlled input Mz by its
expression (2) and by considering the longitudinal forces as
controlled inputs, the matrices B and D can be rewritten as

B =

[
2Cf

m 0 0 0 0
2CfLf

Iz
Lw

2Iz
−Lw

2Iz
−Lw

2Iz
Lw

2Iz

]
, D = 02×5

(29)
The controlled inputs (30a) are applied on the wheels as
braking torques (30b).

u′ =
[
δa Fxfl

Fxfr
Fxrl

Fxrr

]T (30a)

Ti = rFxi
⇐⇒ u = diag

[
1 r r r r

]
u′ (30b)

As defined in [32], a plant is strongly input-redundant if
there is at least one input that can always be replaced by an
appropriate combination of the remaining inputs. Thus, the
plant inputs must satisfy

Im(B⊥) = Ker
([

B
D

])
6= ∅ (31)

where the matrix B⊥ satisfies

BT⊥B⊥ > 0 and
[
B
D

]
B⊥ = 0 (32)

Verifying this property means guarantee the ability of the
allocator to manage the actuators in order to ensure the lateral
guidance at all times especially when the steering system is
defective. In our case, the vehicle model (7) satisfies this
property.

The following dynamic allocator is considered [32]

ẇ = −KBT⊥Wu
u = yc +B⊥w

(33)

where w ∈ Rnw is the state vector of the allocator, u ∈ Rnu

and yc ∈ Rny are defined as before. The matrices K ∈
Rnw×nw and W ∈ Rnu×nu are weighting matrices. W is
chosen as a diagonal matrix W = diag[W 1...W i...Wnu

] and
has the effect of penalizing or promoting certain actuators
action over the others, i.e. the higher the value of W i, the
more the corresponding actuator is penalized. The matrix
K = λI, λ ∈ R+ determines the allocator dynamics and its
convergence speed. Effectively, faster response of the allocator
can be obtained by employing highest value of λ, if stability
and saturation constraints are met. The goal of the allocator
is to inject a signal adjusted by weighting matrices in certain
directions of the actuators in order to penalize some of them.

The outcome of the property (32) is that the dynamic
of the allocator is invisible from the controller’s point of
view, so the control allocation does not affect the vehicle
states. This result can be deduced by replacing the vehicle
input vector u in (7) by its expression from (33). Thus, the

allocator being stable by construction (see [32]), the closed-
loop interconnection with allocation is stable if and only if
the closed-loop interconnection without allocation is stable.
This is obviously the case here with the guidance controller
designed in Section V.

The B matrix (29) shows that only the steering angle
acts on the lateral motion of the vehicle. As a result, the
steering penalizing issue and thus the reconfiguration of the
actuators becomes unrealizable. A solution is to reformulate
the mathematical model, in particular the B matrix, accounting
for the effect of braking in lateral motion. For this purpose,
the moment created around each wheel can be expressed as
follows by considering the vehicle model given in Fig.3.

Mfl = (Lfsin(δa)−
Lw
2
cos(δa))Fxfl

+ (Lfcos(δa) +
Lw
2
sin(δa))Fyfl

(34a)

Mfr = (Lfsin(δa) +
Lw
2
cos(δa))Fxfr

+ (Lfcos(δa)−
Lw
2
sin(δa))Fyfr

(34b)

Mrl = −LrFxrl
− Lw

2
Fyrl (34c)

Mrr = −LrFxrr
+
Lw
2
Fyrrr (34d)

The sommation of these moments (34a) - (34d) results in
the yaw motion equation (1c). Generally, the assumption that
the yaw motion is controlled only by the steering angle δc
provided by the lateral controller is made. As a result, only the
lateral forces act on the yaw motion making the longitudinal
forces regrouped in (2) acting as a compensation usually used
for the lateral stabilization [7]. This assumption can be applied
on the equations (34) as follows

(Lfa2 −
Lw
2
b2)Fxfl

≈ (Lfb2 +
Lw
2
a2)Fyfl

(35a)

(Lfa2 +
Lw
2
b2)Fxfr

≈ (Lfb2 −
Lw
2
a2)Fyfr

(35b)

−LrFxrl
≈ Lw

2
Fyrl (35c)

−LrFxrr
≈ Lw

2
Fyrrr (35d)

where a2 = sin(δa) and b2 = cos(δa).

From (35) and with the assumption of a small steering angle,
the lateral forces can be expressed in terms of the longitudinal
forces as

Fyfl
≈ − Lw

2Lf
Fxfl

(36a)

Fyfr
≈ − Lw

2Lf
Fxfr

(36b)

Fyrl ≈ −
Lw
2Lr

Fxrl
(36c)

Fyrr ≈ −
Lw
2Lr

Fxrr
(36d)
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By using (36a) - (36d), the B matrix (29) becomes

B =

[
2Cf

m − Lw

2Lfm
Lw

2Lfm
− Lw

2Lrm
Lw

2Lrm
2CfLf

Iz
Lw

2Iz
−Lw

2Iz
−Lw

2Iz
Lw

2Iz

]
(37)

This B matrix implies that both the steering angle and the
tire longitudinal forces can act on the lateral motion of the
vehicle.

Considering only braking action on the wheel, the gener-
ated force are always negative. This constraint is taken into
account, as shown in Fig.12, by using the magnitude saturation
expressed by

sat(Fxi) =
1

2
+

1

2
tanh(−(π + Fxi)) (38)

−100 −50 0 50 100
0

0.5

1

Fxi
(N)

s
a
t
(F

x
i
)

Figure 12: Magnitude saturation of Fxi

Thereby, the B matrix (39) becomes

B =

[
2Cf

m − Lw

2Lfm
Lw

2Lfm
− Lw

2Lrm
Lw

2Lrm
2CfLf

Iz
Lw

2Iz
−Lw

2Iz
−Lw

2Iz
Lw

2Iz

]
sat(Fx)

(39)
where
sat(Fx) = diag[1 sat(Fxfl) sat(Fxfr) sat(Fxrl) sat(Fxrr)]

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the performances of the hierarchical control
architecture proposed for emergency situation is investigated.
For this purpose, the CarMaker environment is used by consid-
ering the vehicle parameters of the Renault Scenic presented
in Table I.

A. Test description

The road case treated here is shown in Fig.13, it corresponds
to a turn followed by a straight line in the normal situation
(continuous line in Fig.13). Two cases of emergency trajectory
are considered according to the emergency parameters de-
scribed in Table I. In fact, the two cases have the same starting
point corresponding to the point when the fault is detected,
and the same lateral gap dLat. However, the longitudinal gap
dLong and thus the maximum path curvature ρmax differ. It
can be noticed that the greater dLong , the smaller ρmax.

During the normal driving situation, the vehicle speed is
assumed to be constant (Vx = Vxinit

). An abrupt complete
failure of the steering system is simulated at t = 8s.

The controller parameters given in Table I are obtained from
the controller synthesis described in Section V. The allocator
weighting matrices W and K chosen for this test are presented

Parameter Value (unit)
Vehicle parameters
Iz 3503 (kg2m) m 1828 (kg)
Jω 0.99 (kg2m) Cf 97035 (N.rad−1)
Lf 1.035 (m) Cr 91631 (N.rad−1)
Lr 1.655 (m) r 0.313 (m)
Lw 1.535 (m) Vxinit 60 (km/h)
Emergency trajectory parameters
Case 1 Case 2
dLat 3.5 (m) dLat 3.5 (m)
dLong 400 (m) dLong 200 (m)
ρmax 4× 10−4 (m−1) ρmax 2× 10−3 (m−1)
Controller parameters
Kx -50
Ky

[
0.5133 0.0752 6.0051 0.4549

]
Allocator weighting matrices

W
W = diag

[
1 1 1 1 1

]
, Normal situation

W = diag[1012 10−2 10−2 10−2 10−2], Emergency
situation

K K = 100diag
[
1 1 1

]
Table I: Vehicle, trajectory, controller and allocator parameters
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Figure 13: Reference trajectory

in Table I. The weighting matrix W changes according to the
FDI information. Effectively, in normal driving situation, it
is chosen so that none of the actuator action is penalized nor
promoted with respect to the others. Conversely, in emergency
condition, the weight of the steering angle component is
increased and those acting on the brakes are lessened. The
weighting matrix K is chosen so that the allocator speed is
sufficient.

B. Test results

The results described below are valid for the two considered
cases (case 1 and case 2). When the steering system is free
of fault (t < 8s), the lateral guidance controller output yc
and the allocation output u coincide (Fig.14) and to maintain
a constant vehicle speed, no braking torques are needed as
shown in Figs.15-16. The control system response drastically
changes after fault detection occurs at t = 8s. The so designed
allocator sends the steering commands to zero (since unusable
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δa = 0), solid line in Fig 17, and compensates with differential
braking action as in Figs.15-16 to obtain the same yc effect.
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Figure 14: Steering angle time response

In fact, the differential braking aims to turn the vehicle and
ensures the lateral guidance toward a safe stop. An accurate
results analysis shows, as a matter of fact, that a right turn is
obtained by null steering angle δa and a higher braking torque
on the rear right wheel Tbrr . In the same way, when the vehicle
has to turn left, the steering signal δc is mainly replaced by
rear left torque Tbrl as shown in Figs.15-16.
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Figure 15: Braking torques - case 1
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Figure 16: Braking torques - case 2

Unsurprisingly, the differential braking action strongly af-
fects the longitudinal motion of the vehicle as soon as the
steering fault appears as can be seen in Fig.17. When the
vehicle reaches the stop lane, the lateral action is no longer
required (δc = 0), and the four braking commands returns to
a symmetric behavior (Tbi = T ∗wb). This brings the vehicle to
a full stop based on the computed guidance reference speed
profile.
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Figure 17: Speed tracking

The proposed approach offers good guidance performances
that can be checked through the admissible tracking errors
(ey ≤ 20cm and eψ ≤ 1◦) as shown in Fig.18.
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Figure 18: Tracking errors

C. Results discussion

Analysis of the two test cases reported above demonstrates
the consistency of the implemented control architecture. In
detail, it can be noticed that a longer dLong and a consequently
smaller ρmax (case 1) imply a smaller lateral control command
δc, which reflects in less activity on the brakes during emer-
gency situation. Vice-versa, in case 2 higher braking torque
values can be detected (Fig.15-16). In addition, the speed
profile decelerates faster in case 2 to reach a quicker stop
to meet the smaller dLong constraint.

It is suitable to consider larger dLong when no obstacle is
detected in front of the vehicle, and thus smaller ρmax, since it
requires less braking energy. This remark is related to the fact
that tires saturation due to strong braking leading to vehicle
lateral instability is not treated in this study.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a hierarchical guidance control archi-
tecture for the vehicle behavior handling during an emer-
gency situation (steering system failure). To compose this
architecture, a reference trajectory and a speed profile for
the emergency situation are proposed. These references allow
the vehicle to reach safely the emergency stop strip. Then, a
guidance controller, composed of a lateral and a longitudinal
controller, ensures the references tracking by providing the
appropriate control inputs, namely the steering angle and the
four wheel brakes. A control allocation is finally developed
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to manage the control inputs for both the normal and the
emergency situations. Its role is crucial in this study because
it penalizes the steering system, when the latter is defective,
and replaces it by differential braking to keep ensuring the
lateral guidance. The influence of the choice of the emergency
trajectory parameters on the emergency guidance is discussed.

This approach, being based on differential braking, requires
a certain minimum speed to guide the vehicle in the emergency
situation since the differential braking strongly affects the
longitudinal dynamics which can cause the vehicle to stop
in the middle of the lane change maneuver. In addition, the
possible tires saturation due to the differential braking is not
treated here. The partial efficiency loss of the steering system
could also be considered by acting on the weighting matrices
of the allocator.
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